IT Consultancy and Staffing
History: Abasys Technologies Inc (“ATI”) is a spin off from World Wide
 SBA and HUB Certified Company
Registered with NIH
 Better Business Bureau Rating: A+
 Spin off from: World Wide
Technologies, Inc (WWTI) founded in 1987
Our integration solutions are derived from
years of cross-industry experience and
technology expertise. Highly scalable and
based on new platforms like the cloud and
virtual servers, they can be readily adapted
for future requirements.

Technologies, Inc (“WWTI”), which was founded in 1987 in Richardson,
Texas with a focus on developing emerging technologies in IT,
Telecommunication and Healthcare industries. WWTI was also
considered as Forefather of Pre-Internet Era in telecommunication
industry. WWTI's first product was 1200 bps Hayes compatible internal
modem with several unique features, later upgraded to 9600 bps. WWTI
was reorganized and targeted supplying computer hardware and
software to both government and private sectors as an authorized Dealer
of HP, Dell and IBM. Federal contracts included Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, IRS and other 7 sub-agencies, Department of Treasury,
Defense, NASA, NATO, Pentagon, Department of Justice, State
Department, and USPS. WWTI was awarded million of dollars contracts
from several state agencies, cities and counties in Texas, notable among
them are - City of Addison, City of Arlington, Carrollton, Irving, Plano,
Tarrant and Dallas Counties. WWTI was awarded multiple contracts for
supplying SIMMs, Computers, and software.

ATI Company Summary

Because our veteran consulting team uses
best practices as well as frameworks and
methodologies, we can meet all software
integration requirements, including
application integration, EDI/B2B, Business
Activity Monitoring, Business Process
Management and SOA.
Innovating through process and technologies

ATI is a privately held, minority owned, HUB Certified Company in the
State of Texas. Better Business Bureau has given A+ rating for ATI’s
length in business, customer service and overall business operations.
ATI strives to maintain our rating by exceeding customer expectation
every day. ATI is a one-stop-shop for IT consultancy, custom application
software development, mobile application development, network and
wireless technologies, IT systems integration and staff augmentation
services. ATI also help organizations with IT systems deployment,
maintenance and administration. ATI helps clients cut down on their
overhead expenses by as much 40%-50%, and reduce their
management overheads by effectively eliminating – legacy applications,
complex architectures and outdated approaches to staffing. ATI takes
pride in building strategic, long-term client relationships. ATI also has
strategic partnership alliances with other technology companies, notable
among them are – Microsoft Corporation, IBM, Samsung, Sphere3D and
XMPro Inc.

Custom Software Development and System Integration
ATI has designed, developed, and maintained hundreds of custom
software applications. ATI’s development team is led by veterans from
top performing Fortune 500 IT companies, who play a great role in
providing reliable solutions. The ATI team is exceptional at leveraging
open source software. ATI is highly competitive because of our ability to
use open source, and effectively calibrated development processes.
Additionally, our team includes certified engineers with an extensive
hands-on work experience with .NET and Java Technologies.

ATI’s software application development expertise includes:
 Microsoft Technologies: .NET, SharePoint, Dynamics, and Azure.
 Java/J2EE: JSP, EJB, and Spring Framework.
 Open Sources: LAMP Stack (PHP/MySQL), Drupal, and Wordpress.
 Database Systems: MS SQL, MySQL, Oracle, PeopleSoft.
 Mobile Application Development: iOS and Android.
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IT Staffing and RPO Model
At ATI, we take years of technology experience and put it to work for you at competitive pricing. We conduct the
primarily technical interview ourselves before presenting resume to our clients. Through this system, we provide
the most dynamic and well matched candidates possible. Before we accept our first assignment, we make a
significant upfront investment on the most elaborate talent search tools in the market. We take our time in
qualifying, screening, and finding the best candidates in the market.

Our Value Adds:





Faster turnaround time.
Achieve tremendous cost savings.
Enable you to focus on your core activities.
Scalability.

We appreciate the Hiring Manager's and our
Client's busy schedules. We simplify the hiring
process by utilizing our Technical Recruiting
Solution. You can free your existing talents and
enable them to focus on more critical tasks
which will dramatically reduce your hiring
expenses and resource allocation.
ATI creates scalable, innovative, and tailored
RPO solutions. We deliver governance,
compliance, innovation, technology and
reporting. Our end-to-end approach integrates
our collective recruitment experience and a
client-dedicated team.

Local Execution




Local competitive market knowledge and program oversight
Local labor market knowledge, sourcing and recruitment expertise
Localization of process, technology, selection tools

Person to Person Connections




Local contacts for hiring and HR managers
Local knowledge management
Local change management

Our RPO Delivery Model






We assign specialist recruiters with strong technical expertise in the area of requirement.
We service contract, contract to hire and permanent positions.
We have access to leading job boards and also have our own database.
We have maintained and nurtured a strong vendor network.
We take responsibility of sourcing, fit gap analysis, candidate screening, reference checks
.
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Testimonies 
“The ATI team has been amazing! We engaged with them on a shopping app project last year to arm a
40+ sales team with a sales tool for their clients. From concept to launch the project was successful,
and we quickly enlisted them as our local outsourced technical team for projects ranging from web
development to Salesforce report modification.”
Neil Lemons, Director of Digital Strategy
Q Clothier | RYE 51, Dallas, TX
“Thank you so much to you and the team at ATI for quickly working with our Web Coordinator and
helping to get our Summer Camp Directory on CSHCN.org back up and running. We appreciate the
quick response and quality follow-up you provided in a cost effective way.”
Jacquie Stock Seattle
Children's Hospital
www.SeattleChildrens.org

“Thanks so much for your excellent work! The ATI team was very responsive to my specific requests for
the look and development of the site and had an excellent turnaround time on each task. I would
recommend their services to others for sure.”
Dr. Kimberly Allison
University of Washington, WA

Technology Partnership and Affiliations

Contact  @
ATI, 2435 North Central Expressway
Suite 1200, Richardson TX 75080
Phone: 214-712-7430
Fax: 214-712-7301
info@abasystech.com
www.abasystech.com | WeRecruit4U.com
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